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Abstract
In many real life situations, a text consists of related parts; so, to understand a part, we need to first understand some (or all) preceding parts:
e.g., to understand Chapter 3, we first need to understand Chapters 1 and
2. In many cases, this dependence is described by a partial order. For
this case, O. Prosorov proposed a natural description of the dependence
structure as a topology (satisfying the separation axiom T0 ).
In some practical situations, dependence is more general than partial
order: e.g., to understand Chapter 3, we may need to understand either
Chapter 1 or Chapter 2, but it is not necessary to understand both. We
show that such a general dependence can be naturally described by a
known generalization of topology: the notion of an interior (or, equivalently, closure) structure (provided, of course, that this structure satisfies
a natural analog of T0 -separability).

1

Prosorov’s Topology-Based Description of
Understandability: Reminder

Understandability: formulation of the general problem. A suﬃciently
long text usually consists of several parts. For example, a technical book consists
of chapters. The parts are arranged in such a way that to understand a part,
one needs to ﬁrst understand some (or even all) previous parts. For example,
to understand Chapter 3, one needs to understand Chapter 1.
In some cases, in order to understand a certain part, one needs to ﬁrst understand all the preceding parts. However, in many other cases, not all preceding
parts are needed. For example, in a book, Chapter 1 may contain preliminaries
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which are needed to understand all the chapters, but the following chapters
do not depend on each other; in this example, to understand Chapter 3, it is
suﬃcient to know the material from Chapter 1, and it is not necessary to know
the material from Chapter 2.
The question is how to describe this relation between understandability of
diﬀerent parts of the text in precise terms.
Similar problems: describing causality and describing pre-requisites.
Similar problems occur when we try to describe causality or pre-requisites.
When describing causality, we have several events – e.g., in the increasing order
of their time. However, the fact that an event A precedes event B does not
necessarily mean that A causally inﬂuences B. How can we describe causality
in precise terms?
Similarly, to graduate, a student needs to take a certain number of classes.
There is usually a recommended order in which classes should be taken, but the
fact that a class A precedes class B in this order does not necessarily mean that
a student has to take class A before class B. For each class B, there is usually
a speciﬁc list of pre-requisite classes, i.e., classes that need to be taken so that
the student will be able to understand the material taught in class B.
Case of partial order. In many practical situations, the relation between the
understandability of diﬀerent parts of the text is a partial order: A ≤ B means
that to be able to understand part B, we ﬁrst need to understand part A.
This is how relation between chapters is described in many textbooks: by
explicitly listing this order. For example, if Chapter 1 is needed to understand
Chapters 2 and 3, we get a diagram
Ch1
↙ ↘
Ch2

Ch3

A general description of understandability. One possible way to describe
the understandability relation is to describe possible states of understanding,
i.e., the class C of possible sets of understood parts. For example, in the above
diagram:
• it is possible that the reader does not understand anything; in this case,
the set of understood parts is the empty set ∅;
• it is possible that the reader understand only Chapter 1; in this case, the
set of understood parts consists of a single chapter: {1};
• it is possible that the reader understands Chapter 1 and 2; in this case,
the set of understood parts is {1, 2};
• it is possible that the reader understands Chapters 1 and 3; in this case,
the set of understood parts is {1, 3}; and
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• it is possible that the reader understands all the chapters; in this case, the
set of understood parts is the whole set {1, 2, 3}.
Not all combinations are possible. For example, it is not possible that the reader
understands Chapter 2 but not Chapter 1.
In this case, the class of all possible sets if C = {{1}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 2, 3}}.
For the case of partial order, the class is a topology. In the case of
partial order, the class C is easy to describe: a set S belongs to the class C if
with each element x ∈ S, this set contains all preceding elements: if y ∈ S and
x ≤ y, then x ∈ S. This makes perfect sense: the relation x ≤ y means that
in order to understand part y, we need to ﬁrst understand part x. Thus, if a
reader understands part y, then we can conclude that this reader understands
part x as well.
One can easily check that the class C of all such sets is closed under union
and under intersection: if S, S ′ ∈ C, then S ∪ S ′ ∈ C and S ∩ S ′ ∈ C. Since the
set X of all parts is ﬁnite, we can conclude that the class C of all such sets is
closed under ﬁnite intersection and general union – i.e., is a topology; in more
precise terms, C can be viewed as the class of all open sets in an appropriate
topology.
The idea of describing the understandability relation by a topology was ﬁrst
proposed by O. Prosorov [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]; he called the corresponding
topology phonocentric.
The corresponding topology must be T0 . Not every topology corresponds
to understandability: an additional restriction is that we need to be able to
eventually understand all the parts (after studying them in some order). This
means, in particular, that for every two parts x, y ∈ X, either we understand x
ﬁrst or we understand y ﬁrst. In the ﬁrst case, once we understand x, we have
a set S of understood parts which contains x but not y. In the second case,
once we understand y, we have a set S of understood parts which contains x
but not y.
In other words, for every x ̸= y, there exists an open set S that contains
only one of the two elements x and y. This property of topological spaces is
known as Kolmorogov’s T0 -property; see, e.g., [13]. Thus, we conclude that the
corresponding topology must be T0 .
Vice versa, if the topology is T0 , then there exists a sequential (linear) order
in which we can study the parts and, at the end, gain the perfect understanding.
First, let us start with the set X = {x1 , . . . , xn } of all the parts, and let us show
that there is a part x which can be studied right away, without the need to
study any other part – i.e., a part for which the set {x} is open. To ﬁnd this
part, we will prove that there exist open sets V of decreasing size – until we get
an open set consisting of exactly one element. We start with the set X which is
clearly open. Once we have an open set V which contains at least two diﬀerent
elements x ̸= y, we can use the T0 -property to come up with an open set U
which contains only one of them. The intersection V ∩ U is then non-empty
and has strictly fewer elements than V . Since we started with ﬁnitely many
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elements, this procedure has to stop – and the only way for it to stop is to have
an open set V that consists of exactly one element.
Once we found this starting element x, we can repeat the same argument
and ﬁnd the next element x′ , for which the set {x, x′ } is open, etc.
Vice versa, every T0 -topology can be thus interpreted. Indeed, let C
be a T0 -topology on a ﬁnite set X. For each element x ∈ X, we can consider
the intersection Sx of all open sets containing x. Since C is a topology, this
intersection is also open – so it is the smallest open set containing the element x.
Let us show that the set Sx −{x} is also open. Indeed, due to the T0 -property,
for every y ∈ Sx − {x} ⊂ Sx , there exists an open set Vy which contains only
def

one of the two elements x and y. The intersection Iy = Vy ∩ Sx ⊆ Sx is also
an open set that contains only one of these two elements. This intersection Iy
cannot contain x since Sx is the smallest of the open sets containing x, and Iy
is the proper subset of Sx . Thus, the intersection Iy contains y and does not
contain x. The (open) union of all the (open) intersections Iy ⊆ Sx contains
all elements y ∈ Sx which are diﬀerent from x and does not contain x – so this
open union is equal to Sx − {x}.
We can thus describe the original topology by saying that to understand x,
we need to ﬁrst understand all the elements of Sx − {x}.

2

Need to Go Beyond Partial Orders: We Get
Interior Structures

Need to go beyond partial order. In some texts, the structure is more
complex. For example, if some result is needed to understand Chapter 3, we
can have two diﬀerent versions of this result: in Chapter 1 and in Chapter 2, so
that understanding one of these two chapters is enough to understand Chapter 3.
In this case, we have the following possible states of understanding:
• it is possible that the reader does not understand anything; in this case,
the set of understood parts is the empty set ∅;
• it is possible that the reader understand only Chapter 1; in this case, the
set of understood parts consists of a single chapter: {1};
• it is possible that the reader understand only Chapter 2; in this case, the
set of understood parts consists of a single chapter: {2};
• it is possible that the reader understands Chapter 1 and 3; in this case,
the set of understood parts is {1, 3};
• it is possible that the reader understands Chapters 2 and 3; in this case,
the set of understood parts is {2, 3}; and
• it is possible that the reader understands all the chapters; in this case, the
set of understood parts is the whole set {1, 2, 3}.
4

In this case, the class of all possible sets if C = {{1}, {2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}}.
In contrast to the previous case, here the intersection of two sets S, S ′ ∈ C
does not necessarily belong to the class C: for example, {1, 3} ∈ C and {2, 3} ∈
C, but {1, 3} ∩ {2, 3} = {3} ̸∈ C.
How can we describe such more general situations?
Closure structures: reminder. A natural generalization of topological
spaces are spaces with closure structures. To be more precise, closure structures generalize not the usual topology – i.e., the class of all open sets – but the
class of all closed sets (i.e., complements to open sets).
A topology is usually deﬁned as a class of sets (called open) which is closed
under ﬁnite intersection and general union. Thus, the corresponding class of
all closed sets in a topological space can be deﬁned as a family of sets which is
closed under ﬁnite unions and general intersections.
A closure structure on a set X is deﬁned as a family K of sets S ⊆ X which
contains the empty set and which is closed under general intersections; see, e.g.,
[1, 4]. When the underlying set X is ﬁnite, the intersection property means two
things:
• that the intersection of an empty family is closed – i.e., that the set X
itself is closed, and
• that the intersection of every two closed set is closed.
In terms of the family of the complements C = {X − S : S ∈ K}, this means
that the corresponding family C must have the following properties:
• the family C must contain the underlying set X and empty set: ∅, X ∈ C,
and
• the family C must be closed under union: if S, S ′ ∈ C, then S ∪ S ′ ∈ C.
Such families C are called interior structures [1, 2].
Definition 1. Let X be a ﬁnite set. A class C of subsets of X is called an
interior structure if this class contains the empty set and the set X and is closed
under union. Elements of C are called open sets.
Comment. Once we have a closure structure, we can deﬁne a closure S of a set
S as the intersection of all the closed sets that contain S. The corresponding
notion of a closure operator S → S is mathematically equivalent to Tarski’s
notion of a consequence operator – that assigns, to every set of formulas S, the
set S of all the formulas which can be deduced from S; see, e.g. [12].
The class of possible states of understanding is an interior structure.
Indeed, we usually start reading in a state in which we do not yet understand
the material described in any part of the text, which means that ∅ should be a
possible state of understanding: ∅ ∈ C. We should be able to end up in a state
in which we understand everything, so we should have X ∈ C.
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Similarly, if we can eventually learn all the parts from the set S, and we
can also learn all the parts from the set S ′ , then, by ﬁrst learning S and then
learning S ′ , we can learn all the parts from both sets. In this case, our state of
knowledge is the union of these sets S ∪ S ′ , so S ∪ S ′ ∈ C.
Analog of T0 -property for closure spaces. Similar to the fact that not all
topologies represent classes of sets of understood parts, not all closure spaces
have this property. An additional restriction is that we need to be able to
understand all the parts (after studying them in some order). This means, in
particular, that for every open set S ⊆ X – i.e., a possible set of understood
parts – and for every two elements x, y ∈ S, either we understand x ﬁrst or we
understand y ﬁrst. In the ﬁrst case, once we understand x, we have a set S ′ ⊆ S
of understood parts which contains x but not y. In the second case, once we
understand y, we have a set S ′ ⊆ S of understood parts which contains x but
not y. Thus, we arrive at the following deﬁnition.
Definition 2. We say that an interior structure C has T0 -property if for every
open set U ∈ C and for every two diﬀerent elements x, y ∈ U , there exists an
open set U ′ ⊂ U that contains only one of the two elements x and y.
Comment. Similarly to the topological case, one can easily check that under this
property, it is possible to sequentially understand all the parts – and, vice versa,
if it is possible to sequentially understand all the parts, then the corresponding
class of sets of understood parts has the T0 -property.
Proposition. For every interior structure C on a ﬁnite set X, the following
two conditions are equivalent to each other:
• the structure C has the T0 -property;
• the elements of the set X can be ordered into a sequence X =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } in such a way that all the sets ∅, {x1 }, {x1 , x2 }, . . . ,
{x1 , . . . , xk }, . . . , {x1 , . . . , xn } are open.
Comment. A similar description can be made for causality and for pre-requisites.
In all three cases, the main diﬀerence between this more general case and the
case of partial order is that:
• in the case of partial order, we had “and”-rules: to understand Chapter
3, we need to know Chapter 1 and Chapter 2;
• in the more general case, we may have “or”-rules as well: e.g., in the
above example, to understand Chapter 3, we need to know Chapter 1 or
Chapter 2.
Vice versa, every T0 -interior structure can be thus interpreted. Indeed,
let C be a T0 -interior structure on a ﬁnite set X. For each element x ∈ X, we
can consider all minimal open sets containing x – i.e., all open sets that contain
x but for which no open proper subset contains x.
6

Similarly to the topological case, we can show that for each such minimal
set sx , the diﬀerence sx − {x} is also open. We can thus describe the original
interior structure by saying that to understand x, we need to ﬁrst understand
all the elements of sx − {x} for one of the minimal sets sx .
Computational aspect. The fact that we are ready, e.g., to understand Chapter 5 once we understood Chapters 1 and 2 can be described as a rule
5 ← 1, 2.
If, to understand Chapter 5, we need to either understand Chapters 1 and 2 or
understand Chapters 3 and 4, we can describe this by saying that both pairs
of Chapters (1 and 2, and 3 and 4) are suﬃcient to understand Chapter 5. To
describe this, we need rules:
5 ← 1, 2.
5 ← 3, 4.
By combining these rules, we can represent the whole dependence structure as
a corresponding logic program (without negation).
This representation enables us to easily check whether the given dependence
structure allows us to learn all the material. At each step of the corresponding
algorithm, we mark parts which can be understood. In the beginning, no parts
are marked. Then:
• First, we look for all the rules of the type a ←, i.e., we look for the parts
which can be learned at ﬁrst. For each such rule, we mark a as potentially
understandable.
• At each stage, we look for the rules a ← b, . . . , c for which all the parts in
the right-hand side are already marked. For each such rule, we mark a as
potentially understandable.
This way, we will either mark all the parts – in which case all the material can
be understood – or we get stuck, meaning that the given dependence structure
does not allow us to understand everything.
Comment. This idea is in perfect agreement with the use of closure structure
in logic programming; see, e.g., [3].
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